
     habbat Shalom My Pupils...

     (Bereishit 1:2) The earth was nothingness.
Tohu Vavohu. Like the amount you all

donated last year. Nothingness. Tohu Vavohu.

H' creates from here. 'In the beginning' from
nothingness. Nothingness. Kind of like the

Simchat Torah dinner... A piece of lasagna

doesn't make dinner... A bite is not dinner,

Fran. Nothingness. Kind of like the way the

kids treated the shul. Which is why we need

to create renovations and touch-ups...

We are supposed to try to be like Gd... That

doesn't mean telling everybody what to do...

Godly is donating to the shul...

Those were long Mishebeyrachs. Pay up...

From now on, you have to pay each member 

     ear Rabbi. Where do these huge
     Shabbis and Holiday meals come
from? How did this tradition start?
Shalom My Dear Pupil. In the Midbar,

the desert, Jews had to collect double

portions of Manna before Shabbat and

Yom Tov. So, now Jews prepare huge

feasts every holiday. Four of them

within a forty hour span. And three

enormous feasts every Shabbat. And

you have to eat them all. And if you

don't eat them, you're not a good Jew.

•How It Began Worried about the

double portions. You wonder why our

ancestors were complaining all the

time. Two Challahs?! That won't fill

anybody up. Imagine getting stuck

with a bulkie.

•Meals Became Huger In late 204 CE,

to be exact, the rabbis tried to figure

out what two loaves meant. That got

translated as two four course meals

every day of every holiday and three on

Shabbat. Plus dessert. In 1377 Shmuli

asked, 'What about dessert?' And it

became a requirement to add dessert.

•Exile Didn't Stop Us Yom Tov Sheni

Shel Galuyot, the second day holiday

of exile, became a staple in the Jewish

community. So, we had to eat more. 
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He left the shul real dirty after
Sukkot with his Lulav and

Hoshanos, and leaves.
You get it? Hoshonos are willow branches. The leaves get

left on the floor. He leaves eaves there. And he leaves,
and he leaves a mess too. With leaves. Puns are about

the lesson. Not the comedy.
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for their time… To listen to all your family

names… You didn’t mention Pinchas by

name. Pay him... You mentioned everybody

else by name in your Mishebeyrach. Herman,

MIchachem, Rivka, Fran, Pinchas... Pay him...

Then pay your pledge... We can’t create

anything in this shul, on any day, without

your pledges paid... You flipped the cards.

As people we have to create something

decent. Like a new wall. Thanks to all the kids

destroying the shul over the Chagim.

After H' creates people, he says all is 'very

good.' I am trying to see it. It's hard to see  it

when you have a board like this....
Rivka's Notes on Rabbi Mendelchem's Drasha:
The rabbi's nothingness list was inspirational. Especially when he said the
board and the amount of runs scored in the inter-shul baseball league. 
How the rabbi turned donations into Godly, because that is how you
create, is the greatest appeal of all time. 
People are saying somebody else flipped their pledge cards. They’re
accusing the executive director of rigging the cards. The congregants
have now lost their trust in the November elections.

Due to the additional day, the people decided they needed to double the amount they

ate; making for two eight course meals, every meal of the holidays. As Shabbat is even

greater than the holidays, Shabbat had three eight course meals. They needed thirty

Challahs for that. And soup. In the early 1500s soup nuts became a rabbinical requirement. 

•Recipes Add To Weight In the 1600s, they figured out how to make Kugel, which is

anything not dessert in baked form. Truly, a Kugel is anything served in a tin that is not

chicken. And we started making bigger meals. You had to have double portions of Kugel.

Otherwise, you offend the Ba'alat Bayit.  It was then that they also learned how to make

brisket as well. The Kugel redefined Shabbat meals, and made us fatter as a people. 

•Being a Good Jew The rabbis decreed you must be heavy. Shuls excommunicated people

who were under 200lbs. If you were over 18 and under 200lbs, you were banned. Some

communities had a tradition to start diets after every Chag. The Baal Habayit would say,

'The diet starts after the Chag.' Those communities became known as modern orthodox.

Shul Announcements
 Now that family guests are gone, hallway playing and wrestling must

stop. The shul has to put money in for hallway touch-ups. We'll never

see money from guests. Thus, dues have been raised, and we are

doubling your card flips. 

Please think before you invite your family for the Chagim next year. We

don’t want to see the Peskobergs again.
 

People have to pay up for Mishebeyrachs. You flipped the cards, you

have to pay those too. Pledges are something you have to pay. They’re

not an idea for how much you think other people should give the shul.
 

Community diet begins now. The shul is too heavy. Though they

commanded you to eat Kugel, no blaming the rabbis for your weight. 
 

Single members are now broke. We have charged them as much as

possible. Seats were expensive this High Holiday season. They're still

coming to shul. The board apologizes for that.

Some stuff I never got...Some stuff I never got...
Amazon left those outside my front door on Simchat Torah, for myAmazon left those outside my front door on Simchat Torah, for my

neighbors. I hope my neighbors also appreciate the Kleenex Ineighbors. I hope my neighbors also appreciate the Kleenex I
purchased for them a few weeks back.purchased for them a few weeks back.
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